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1. REQUEST AUTHORITY REMOVE LIONION PULSE CAMERA WITHOUT PROMISING PROVIDE FULL-TIME "SEPARATE OPERATOR" FOR CONSULATE COVERAGE (MENTIONED REF) AS CONDITION OF REMOVAL. IT HAS BEEN AND REMAINS OUR INTENT THAT ONE OPERATOR ONLY, LIONION-1, NORMALLY COVER ON SELECTIVE BASIS BOTH PRUMEN EMBASSY ENTRANCES WITH MANUAL CAMERA, MOVING FROM GATEHOUSE TO CONSULATE VANTAGE POINTS WITHIN OR APARTMENT AS NEEDED. BASED PAST EXPERIENCE, MAIN EMPHASIS WILL CONTINUE BE ON GATEHOUSE.

2. PERHAPS CONFUSION RE NUMBER CAMERA OPERATORS AS CAUSED BY LIONION-2 PRESENCE IN APARTMENT. TO CLEAR UP ANY POSSIBLE WRONG IMPRESSION, SHE TOO OLD AND HAS RATHER POOR EYESIGHT TO BE FULL-TIME "SEPARATE OPERATOR", ALTHOUGH SHE CAN HELP OUT IN PINCH WITH CAMERA WHEN LIONION-1 NOT THERE OR VERY RARE OCCASION WHEN SIMULTANEOUS COVERAGE NEEDED.

3. THUS, RESTATE REQUEST IN SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT TERMS, WE WISH TERMINATE PULSE CAMERA AND CONTINUE MANNED COVERAGE USING
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certain LIRING personnel and establish their routine pattern of activity in preparation for a possible entry into Chief, LIRING's residence. This casing was discontinued on 4 June when it was determined that the residence was under apparent protective surveillance. The duration of the extended coverage by LIONION-1 was not long enough to establish the regular routine of the target LIRING staffers.